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(54) METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING ACQUISITION OF M2M NODE 
POSITION INFORMATION, AND STORAGE MEDIUM

(57) Provided are a method, apparatus and system
for controlling acquisition of location information of a Ma-
chine-to-Machine (M2M) node, and a storage medium.
In the method, a registration Common Service Entity
(CSE) receives a resource request carrying a positioning

parameter, and performs positioning control according
to the positioning parameter carried in the resource re-
quest, and in this method, the positioning parameter may
include a positioning interval and/or a positioning dura-
tion.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The disclosure relates to a management tech-
nology for a Machine Type Communication (MTC) termi-
nal, and more particularly to a method, apparatus and
system for controlling acquisition of location information
of a Machine-to-Machine (M2M) node, and a storage me-
dium.

Background

[0002] An M2M communication network may consist
of various M2M nodes and a bearer network. The M2M
nodes, as physical devices, may need to implement M2M
services through communications between logical units
included in the M2M nodes. One M2M node may include
an Application Entity (AE) or a Common Service Entity
(CSE). The AE is a logical unit for executing a practical
M2M application. The CSE is a logical unit for managing
the AE and the M2M node and providing services for the
AE.
[0003] An AE may use a service, such as sending data
to other AE or other CSE, provided by a CSE only after
having been registered on the CSE, and this CSE may
be referred to as a registration CSE of the AE. Meanwhile,
as each CSE may provide different services, one CSE
may be registered on another CSE so as to use a service
provided by the latter CSE, and the latter CSE may also
be referred to as a registration CSE of the former CSE.
[0004] An AE or a CSE on any M2M node may send
a request to its own registration CSE to request to acquire
location information of a specified M2M node. The loca-
tion information of the M2M node may be acquired from
a network by the registration CSE.
[0005] The AE or the CSE sends, to the registration
CSE, a request for creating a location management’ re-
source. Herein, location management’ indicates the type
of the resource, and may include a series of parameters
related to acquisition of location information, for example,
a node identifier of a node whose location information
needs to be acquired, and a ’target node identifier’ at-
tribute is created under the ’location management’ re-
source to store the node identifier of the node whose
location information needs to be acquired. When the lo-
cation management’ resource is created, the registration
CSE may synchronously create a ’container’ type re-
source for storing acquired location information data.
Meanwhile, a ’location container’ attribute is created un-
der the ’location management’ resource to store an ad-
dress of the ’container’ type resource, and the ’location
management’ resource is associated with the ’container’
resource.
[0006] Under present architecture, operation for acqui-
sition of location information is not flexible enough. As a
large amount of network resources, particularly radio re-
sources, may need to be consumed during acquisition

of the location information each time, the operation for
acquisition of the location information adopted in the re-
lated technology easily result in increase of unnecessary
resource consumption and generation of unnecessary
expenses.

Summary

[0007] Some embodiments of the disclosure provide a
method, apparatus and system for controlling acquisition
of location information of an M2M node, and a storage
medium, which may solve the problem in the related tech-
nology.
[0008] The solution of the embodiments of the disclo-
sure is implemented as follows.
[0009] An embodiment of the disclosure provides a
method for controlling acquisition of location information
of an M2M node. The method may include the acts as
follows.
[0010] A registration CSE receives a resource request
carrying a positioning parameter, and performs position-
ing control according to the positioning parameter carried
in the resource request. In this embodiment, the position-
ing parameter may include a positioning interval and/or
a positioning duration.
[0011] In an embodiment, the method may further in-
clude the following acts.
[0012] The registration CSE creates a ’location man-
agement’ resource of a location management type ac-
cording to the resource request.
[0013] When the positioning parameter carried in the
resource request includes the positioning interval, the
registration CSE creates, for the ’location management’
resource, a ’positioning interval’ attribute whose value is
set as a value of the positioning interval in the resource
request.
[0014] When the positioning parameter carried in the
resource request includes the positioning duration, the
registration CSE creates, for the ’location management’
resource, a ’positioning duration’ attribute whose value
is set as a value of the positioning duration in the resource
request.
[0015] In an embodiment, the act of performing posi-
tioning control according to the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request may include the following
acts. When the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request includes the positioning interval or in-
cludes the positioning interval and the positioning dura-
tion, and when the value of the positioning interval in the
resource request is not zero or not null, the ’positioning
interval’ attribute of the ’location management’ resource
is queried. When the ’positioning interval’ attribute does
not exist or the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute
is zero or null, the registration CSE sends a positioning
request message to a location server.
[0016] In an embodiment, the act of performing posi-
tioning control according to the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request may include the following
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acts. When the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request includes the positioning interval and the
positioning duration, and when the value of the position-
ing interval in the resource request is not zero or not null,
the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource is queried. When the ’positioning du-
ration’ attribute does not exist or the value of the ’posi-
tioning duration’ attribute is zero or null, the registration
CSE sends a positioning request message to a location
server.
[0017] In an embodiment, the method may further in-
clude the following acts. After the registration CSE sends
the positioning request message to the location server,
a response message is received from the location server.
When the response message contains an identifier allo-
cated to a current positioning request, a ’positioning proc-
ess association identifier’ attribute is created for the ’lo-
cation management’ resource, and a value of the ’posi-
tioning process association identifier’ attribute is set as
the identifier contained in the response message and al-
located to the current periodic positioning request.
[0018] In an embodiment, the act of performing posi-
tioning control according to the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request may include the following
acts. When the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request includes the positioning interval or in-
cludes the positioning interval and the positioning dura-
tion, and when the value of the positioning interval in the
resource request is zero or null, the ’positioning interval’
attribute of the ’location management’ resource is que-
ried. When the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute
is not zero or not null, the registration CSE sends a po-
sitioning stop message to a location server.
[0019] In an embodiment, the act of performing posi-
tioning control according to the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request may include the following
acts. When the positioning parameter carried in the up-
dated resource request includes the positioning interval
and the positioning duration, and when the value of the
positioning interval in the resource request is zero or null,
the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource is queried. When the value of the ’po-
sitioning duration’ attribute is not zero or not null, the reg-
istration CSE sends a positioning stop message to a lo-
cation server.
[0020] In an embodiment, the act of sending, by the
registration CSE, the positioning stop message to the
location server may include an act that the registration
CSE sends, to the location server, the positioning stop
message carrying a value of a ’positioning process as-
sociation identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource.
[0021] Another embodiment of the disclosure provides
a registration CSE. The registration CSE may include: a
message receiving module and a control module.
[0022] The message receiving module is configured to
receive a resource request carrying a positioning param-
eter, and the positioning parameter may include a posi-

tioning interval and/or a positioning duration.
[0023] The control module is configured to perform po-
sitioning control according to the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request.
[0024] In an embodiment, the message receiving mod-
ule may be further configured to: create a ’location man-
agement’ resource of a location management type ac-
cording to the resource request; when the positioning
parameter carried in the resource request includes the
positioning interval, create, for the ’location manage-
ment’ resource, a ’positioning interval’ attribute whose
value is set as a value of the positioning interval in the
resource request; and when the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request includes the positioning
duration, create, for the ’location management’ resource,
a ’positioning duration’ attribute whose value is set as a
value of the positioning duration in the resource request.
[0025] In an embodiment, the control module may be
further configured to: query, when the positioning param-
eter carried in the resource request includes the position-
ing interval or includes the positioning interval and the
positioning duration, and when the value of the position-
ing interval in the resource request is not zero or not null,
the ’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’location manage-
ment’ resource; and send a positioning request message
to a location server when the ’positioning interval’ at-
tribute does not exist or the value of the ’positioning in-
terval’ attribute is zero or null.
[0026] In an embodiment, the control module may be
further configured to: query, when the positioning param-
eter carried in the resource request includes the position-
ing interval and the positioning duration, and when the
value of the positioning interval in the resource request
is not zero or not null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute
of the ’location management’ resource; and send a po-
sitioning request message to a location server when the
’positioning duration’ attribute does not exist or the value
of the ’positioning duration’ attribute is zero or null.
[0027] In an embodiment, the control module may be
further configured to: receive, after sending the position-
ing request message to the location server, a response
message from the location server, create, when the re-
sponse message contains an identifier allocated to a cur-
rent positioning request, a ’positioning process associa-
tion identifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ re-
source, and set a value of the ’positioning process asso-
ciation identifier’ attribute as the identifier contained in
the response message and allocated to the current pe-
riodic positioning request.
[0028] In an embodiment, the control module may be
further configured to: query, when the positioning param-
eter carried in the resource request include the position-
ing interval or include the positioning interval and the po-
sitioning duration, and when the value of the positioning
interval in the resource request is zero or null, the ’posi-
tioning interval’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource; and send a positioning stop message to a lo-
cation server when the value of the ’positioning interval’
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attribute is not zero or not null.
[0029] In an embodiment, the control module may be
further configured to: query, when the positioning param-
eter carried in the updated resource request includes the
positioning interval and the positioning duration, and
when the value of the positioning interval in the resource
request is zero or null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute
of the ’location management’ resource; and send a po-
sitioning stop message to a location server when the val-
ue of the ’positioning duration’ attribute is not zero or not
null.
[0030] In an embodiment, the control module may be
further configured to carry a value of a ’positioning proc-
ess association identifier’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource in the positioning stop message sent
to the location server.
[0031] Still another embodiment of the disclosure pro-
vides a system for controlling acquisition of location in-
formation of an M2M node. The system may include: an
AE or CSE, a registration CSE and a location server.
[0032] The AE or CSE is configured to send a resource
request carrying a positioning parameter to the registra-
tion CSE, and the positioning parameter may include a
positioning interval and/or a positioning duration.
[0033] The registration CSE is configured to receive
the resource request carrying the positioning parameter,
and perform positioning control according to the position-
ing parameter carried in the resource request.
[0034] The location server is configured to execute a
positioning operation based on positioning control of the
registration CSE.
[0035] In an embodiment, the registration CSE may be
further configured to: create a location management’ re-
source of a location management type according to the
resource request;
when the positioning parameter carried in the resource
request includes the positioning interval, create, for the
location management’ resource, a ’positioning interval’
attribute whose value is set as a value of the positioning
interval in the resource request; and
when the positioning parameter carried in the resource
request includes the positioning duration, create, for the
’location management’ resource, a ’positioning duration’
attribute whose value is set as a value of the positioning
duration in the resource request.
[0036] In an embodiment, the registration CSE may be
further configured to: query, when the positioning param-
eter carried in the resource request includes the position-
ing interval or include the positioning interval and the po-
sitioning duration, and when the value of the positioning
interval in the resource request is not zero or not null, the
’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’location manage-
ment’ resource; and when sends a positioning request
message to the location server the ’positioning interval’
attribute does not exist or the value of the ’positioning
interval’ attribute is zero or null.
[0037] In an embodiment, the registration CSE may be
further configured to: query, when the positioning param-

eter carried in the resource request includes the position-
ing interval and the positioning duration, and when the
value of the positioning interval in the resource request
is not zero or not null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute
of the location management’ resource; and send a posi-
tioning request message to the location server when the
’positioning duration’ attribute does not exist or the value
of the ’positioning duration’ attribute is zero or null.
[0038] In an embodiment, the registration CSE may be
further configured to: receive, after sending the position-
ing request message to the location server, a response
message from the location server, create, when the re-
sponse message contains an identifier allocated to a cur-
rent positioning request, a ’positioning process associa-
tion identifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ re-
source, and set a value of the ’positioning process asso-
ciation identifier’ attribute as the identifier contained in
the response message and allocated to the current pe-
riodic positioning request.
[0039] In an embodiment, the registration CSE may be
further configured to: query, when the positioning param-
eter carried in the resource request includes the position-
ing interval or include the positioning interval and the po-
sitioning duration, and when the value of the positioning
interval in the resource request is zero or null, the ’posi-
tioning interval’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource; and sends a positioning stop message to the
location server when the value of the ’positioning interval’
attribute is not zero or not null.
[0040] In an embodiment, the registration CSE may be
further configured to: query, when the positioning param-
eter carried in the updated resource request includes the
positioning interval and the positioning duration, and
when the value of the positioning interval in the resource
request is zero or null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute
of the ’location management’ resource; and send a po-
sitioning stop message to the location server when the
value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute is not zero or
not null.
[0041] In an embodiment, the registration CSE may be
further configured to carry a value of a ’positioning proc-
ess association identifier’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource in the positioning stop message sent
to the location server.
[0042] A storage medium is provided. A computer pro-
gram may be stored in the storage medium. The compu-
ter program may be configured to execute the method
for controlling acquisition of location information of an
M2M node.
[0043] The embodiments of the disclosure provide a
method, apparatus and system for controlling acquisition
of location information of an M2M node, and a storage
medium. A registration CSE receives a resource request
carrying a positioning parameter, and performs position-
ing control according to the positioning parameter carried
in the resource request, and the positioning parameter
may include a positioning interval and/or a positioning
duration. By virtue of the solution according to some em-
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bodiments of the present disclosure, an initiator M2M
node can be allowed to flexibly control acquisition of lo-
cation information, thereby reducing unnecessary re-
source consumption and preventing unnecessary ex-
penses.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0044]

Fig. 1 is a flowchart of a method for controlling ac-
quisition of location information of an M2M node ac-
cording to an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 2 is a structural diagram of a registration CSE
according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and
Fig. 3 is a structural diagram of a system for control-
ling acquisition of location information of an M2M
node according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0045] In the embodiments of the disclosure, a regis-
tration CSE receives a resource request carrying a po-
sitioning parameter, and performs positioning control ac-
cording to the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request. In the embodiments, the positioning pa-
rameter may include a positioning interval and/or a po-
sitioning duration.
[0046] The disclosure will be further described in detail
hereinbelow with reference to the drawings and specific
embodiments.
[0047] An embodiment of the disclosure provides a
method for controlling acquisition of location information
of an M2M node. As shown in Fig. 1, the method includes
the acts as follows.
[0048] At act 101, a registration CSE receives a re-
source request carrying a positioning parameter. The po-
sitioning parameter may include a positioning interval
and/or a positioning duration.
[0049] The present act may further include the follow-
ing operations. The registration CSE creates a ’location
management’ resource of a location management type
according to the resource request. When the positioning
parameter carried in the resource request includes the
positioning interval, the registration CSE creates, for the
location management’ resource, the following:

a ’positioning interval’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of the positioning interval in the resource
request.

[0050] When the positioning parameter carried in the
resource request includes the positioning duration, the
registration CSE creates, for the location management’
resource, the following:

a ’positioning duration’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of the positioning duration in the resource

request.

[0051] At act 102, the registration CSE performs posi-
tioning control according to the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request.
[0052] Specifically, when the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request includes the positioning
interval or includes the positioning interval and the posi-
tioning duration, and when the value of the positioning
interval in the resource request is not zero or not null, the
’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’location manage-
ment’ resource is queried. When the ’positioning interval’
attribute does not exist or the value of the ’positioning
interval’ attribute is zero or null, the registration CSE
sends a positioning request message to a location server.
[0053] When the positioning parameter carried in the
resource request includes the positioning interval and
the positioning duration, and when the value of the posi-
tioning interval in the resource request is not zero or not
null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location
management’ resource is queried. When the ’positioning
duration’ attribute does not exist or the value of the ’po-
sitioning duration’ attribute is zero or null, the registration
CSE sends a positioning request message to a location
server.
[0054] When the positioning parameter carried in the
resource request includes the positioning interval or in-
cludes the positioning interval and the positioning dura-
tion, and when the value of the positioning interval in the
resource request is zero or null, the ’positioning interval’
attribute of the ’location management’ resource is que-
ried. When the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute
is not zero or not null, the registration CSE sends a po-
sitioning stop message to a location server to instruct the
location server to stop providing the location information.
[0055] When the positioning parameter carried in the
updated resource request includes the positioning inter-
val and the positioning duration, and when the value of
the positioning interval in the resource request is zero or
null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location
management’ resource is queried. When the value of the
’positioning duration’ attribute is not zero or not null, the
registration CSE sends a positioning stop message to a
location server to instruct the location server to stop pro-
viding the location information.
[0056] The present act may further include the follow-
ing operations. After the registration CSE sends the po-
sitioning request message to the location server, a re-
sponse message is received from the location server.
When the response message contains an identifier allo-
cated to a current positioning request, a ’positioning proc-
ess association identifier’ attribute is created for the ’lo-
cation management’ resource, and a value of the ’posi-
tioning process association identifier’ attribute is set as
the identifier contained in the response message and al-
located to the current periodic positioning request. Some
exemplary implementations are described below.
[0057] In an exemplary implementation, when the po-
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sitioning parameter includes the positioning interval,
the registration CSE sends a ’triggered location reporting
request’ signaling to a location server. In the signaling,
the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set as the value of a
’target identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource, and the value of an ’interval’ parameter is set
as the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute.
[0058] The registration CSE receives a response mes-
sage returned by the location server, the response mes-
sage including an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The ’lcs_ref’ pa-
rameter is used for identifying a process that is requested
by the registration CSE to periodically acquire positioning
information. The registration CSE creates a ’positioning
process association identifier’ attribute for the ’location
management’ resource, and sets the value of the ’posi-
tioning process association identifier’ attribute as a re-
ceived process identifier of a current periodic positioning
request, namely as the received ’lcs_ref’ parameter.
[0059] Or, the registration CSE sends a ’create new
periodic notification subscription’ signaling to a location
server. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’ param-
eter is set as the value of a ’target identifier’ attribute of
the ’location management’ resource, and the value of a
’frequency’ parameter is set as the value of the ’position-
ing interval’ attribute.
[0060] The location server creates a subscription re-
source for the ’create new periodic notification subscrip-
tion’ signaling of the registration CSE, and sends a cor-
responding subscription id to the registration CSE. The
subscription id may be a character string capable of
uniquely identifying the subscription resource on the lo-
cation server, or may be an address of the subscription
resource. In general, the subscription id is able to be as-
sociated with the created subscription resource. The reg-
istration CSE creates a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ re-
source, and sets the value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the received subscrip-
tion id.
[0061] In another exemplary implementation, when the
positioning parameter includes the positioning interval
and the positioning duration,
the registration CSE sends a ’triggered location reporting
request’ signaling to a location server. In the signaling,
the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set as the value of a
’target identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource, the value of an ’interval’ parameter is set as
the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute, and the
value of a ’duration’ parameter is set as the value of the
’positioning duration’ attribute.
[0062] The registration CSE receives a response mes-
sage returned by the location server, the response mes-
sage including an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The ’lcs_ref’ pa-
rameter is used for identifying a process that is requested
by the registration CSE to periodically acquire positioning
information. The registration CSE creates a ’positioning
process association identifier’ attribute for the ’location
management’ resource, and sets the value of the ’posi-

tioning process association identifier’ attribute as a re-
ceived process identifier of a current periodic positioning
request, namely as the received ’lcs_ref’ parameter.
[0063] Or, the registration CSE sends a ’create new
periodic notification subscription’ signaling to a location
server. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’ param-
eter is set as the value of a ’target identifier’ attribute of
the ’location management’ resource, the value of a ’fre-
quency’ parameter is set as the value of the ’positioning
interval’ attribute, and the value of a ’duration’ parameter
is set as the value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute.
[0064] The location server creates a subscription re-
source for the ’create new periodic notification subscrip-
tion’ signaling of the registration CSE, and sends a cor-
responding subscription id to the registration CSE. The
subscription id may be a character string capable of
uniquely identifying the subscription resource on the lo-
cation server, or may be an address of the subscription
resource. In general, the subscription id is able to be as-
sociated with the created subscription resource. The reg-
istration CSE creates a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ re-
source, and sets the value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the received subscrip-
tion id.
[0065] Here, the act of sending, by the registration
CSE, the positioning stop message to the location server
may include an act of sending, by the registration CSE
to the location server, the positioning stop message car-
rying a value of a ’positioning process association iden-
tifier’ attribute of the ’location management’ resource.
Some exemplary implementations of this act are de-
scribed below.
[0066] In an exemplary implementation, the registra-
tion CSE sends a ’triggered location reporting stop re-
quest’ signaling to a location server. In the signaling, the
value of an ’lcs_ref’ parameter is set as the value of the
’positioning process association identifier’ attribute of the
’location management’ resource. Here, the ’lcs_ref’ pa-
rameter is used for identifying a process that is requested
by the registration CSE to periodically acquire positioning
information.
[0067] In another exemplary implementation, the reg-
istration CSE sends a ’delete subscription with subscrip-
tion id’ signaling to a location server, the signaling includ-
ing the value of a ’positioning process association iden-
tifier’ attribute of the ’location management’ resource.
[0068] In order to implement the above-mentioned
method, another embodiment of the disclosure also pro-
vides a registration CSE. As shown in Fig. 2, the regis-
tration CSE includes: a message receiving module 21
and a control module 22.
[0069] The message receiving module 21 may be con-
figured to receive a resource request carrying a position-
ing parameter, and the positioning parameter may in-
clude a positioning interval and/or a positioning duration.
[0070] The control module 22 may be configured to
perform positioning control according to the positioning
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parameter carried in the resource request.
[0071] Here, the message receiving module 21 may
be further configured to: create a ’location management’
resource of a location management type according to the
resource request; when the positioning parameter car-
ried in the resource request includes the positioning in-
terval, create, for the ’location management’ resource,
the following:

a ’positioning interval’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of the positioning interval in the resource
request; and
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request includes the positioning duration,
create, for the ’location management’ resource, the
following:

a ’positioning duration’ attribute whose value is
set as a value of the positioning duration in the
resource request.

[0072] The control module 22 may be further config-
ured to: query, when the positioning parameter carried
in the resource request includes the positioning interval
or includes the positioning interval and the positioning
duration, and when the value of the positioning interval
in the resource request is not zero or not null, the ’posi-
tioning interval’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource; and send a positioning request message to a
location server when the ’positioning interval’ attribute
does not exist or the value of the ’positioning interval’
attribute is zero or null; or,
query, when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request includes the positioning interval and the
positioning duration, and when the value of the position-
ing interval in the resource request is not zero or not null,
the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource; and send a positioning request mes-
sage to a location server when the ’positioning duration’
attribute does not exist or the value of the ’positioning
duration’ attribute is zero or null; or,
query, when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request include the positioning interval or include
the positioning interval and the positioning duration, and
when the value of the positioning interval in the resource
request is zero or null, the ’positioning interval’ attribute
of the ’location management’ resource; and send, when
the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute is not zero
or not null, a positioning stop message to a location server
to instruct the location server to stop providing the loca-
tion information; or,
query, when the positioning parameter carried in the up-
dated resource request includes the positioning interval
and the positioning duration, and when the value of the
positioning interval in the resource request is zero or null,
the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource; and send, when the value of the ’po-
sitioning duration’ attribute is not zero or not null, a posi-

tioning stop message to a location server to instruct the
location server to stop providing the location information.
[0073] The control module 22 may be further config-
ured to: receive, after sending the positioning request
message to the location server, a response message
from the location server, create, when the response mes-
sage contains an identifier allocated to a current posi-
tioning request, a ’positioning process association iden-
tifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ resource,
and set a value of the ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute as the identifier contained in the re-
sponse message and allocated to the current periodic
positioning request. Some exemplary implementations
are described below.
[0074] In an exemplary implementation, when the po-
sitioning parameter includes the positioning interval,
the control module 22 sends a ’triggered location report-
ing request’ signaling to a location server. In the signaling,
the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set as the value of a
’target identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource, and the value of an ’interval’ parameter is set
as the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute.
[0075] The control module 22 receives a response
message returned by the location server, the response
message including an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The ’lcs_ref’
parameter is used for identifying a process that is re-
quested by the registration CSE to periodically acquire
positioning information. The control module 22 creates
a ’positioning process association identifier’ attribute for
the ’location management’ resource, and sets the value
of the ’positioning process association identifier’ attribute
as a received process identifier of a current periodic po-
sitioning request, namely as the received ’lcs_ref’ param-
eter.
[0076] Or, the control module 22 sends a ’create new
periodic notification subscription’ signaling to a location
server. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’ param-
eter is set as the value of a ’target identifier’ attribute of
the ’location management’ resource, and the value of a
’frequency’ parameter is set as the value of the ’position-
ing interval’ attribute.
[0077] The control module 22 receives a subscription
id that is returned after the location server creates a sub-
scription resource for the ’create new periodic notification
subscription’ signaling, creates a ’positioning process as-
sociation identifier’ attribute for the ’location manage-
ment’ resource, and sets the value of the ’positioning
process association identifier’ attribute as a received sub-
scription id. The subscription id may be a character string
capable of uniquely identifying the subscription resource
on the location server, or may be an address of the sub-
scription resource. In general, the subscription id is able
to be associated with the created subscription resource.
[0078] In another exemplary implementation, when the
positioning parameter includes the positioning interval
and the positioning duration,
the control module 22 sends a ’triggered location report-
ing request’ signaling to a location server. In the signaling,
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the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set as the value of a
’target identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource, the value of an ’interval’ parameter is set as
the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute, and the
value of a ’duration’ parameter is set as the value of the
’positioning duration’ attribute.
[0079] The control module 22 receives a response
message returned by the location server, the response
message including an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The ’lcs_ref’
parameter is used for identifying a process that is re-
quested by the registration CSE to periodically acquire
positioning information. The control module 22 creates
a ’positioning process association identifier’ attribute for
the ’location management’ resource, and sets the value
of the ’positioning process association identifier’ attribute
as a received process identifier of a current periodic po-
sitioning request, namely as the received ’lcs_ref’ param-
eter.
[0080] Or, the control module 22 sends a ’create new
periodic notification subscription’ signaling to a location
server. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’ param-
eter is set as the value of a ’target identifier’ attribute of
the ’location management’ resource, the value of a ’fre-
quency’ parameter is set as the value of the ’positioning
interval’ attribute, and the value of a ’duration’ parameter
is set as the value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute.
[0081] The control module 22 receives a subscription
id that is returned after the location server creates a sub-
scription resource for the ’create new periodic notification
subscription’ signaling, creates a ’positioning process as-
sociation identifier’ attribute for the ’location manage-
ment’ resource, and sets the value of the ’positioning
process association identifier’ attribute as a received sub-
scription id. The subscription id may be a character string
capable of uniquely identifying the subscription resource
on the location server, or may be an address of the sub-
scription resource. In general, the subscription id is able
to be associated with the created subscription resource.
[0082] The control module 22 may be further config-
ured to carry a value of a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’ resource
in the positioning stop message sent to the location serv-
er. Some exemplary implementations are described be-
low.
[0083] In an exemplary implementation, the control
module 22 sends a ’triggered location reporting stop re-
quest’ signaling to a location server. In the signaling, the
value of an ’lcs_ref’ parameter is set as the value of a
’positioning process association identifier’ attribute of the
’location management’ resource. Here, the ’lcs_ref’ pa-
rameter is used for identifying a process that is requested
by the registration CSE to periodically acquire positioning
information.
[0084] In another exemplary implementation, a ’delete
subscription with subscription id’ signaling is sent to a
location server, the signaling including the value of a ’po-
sitioning process association identifier’ attribute of the
’location management’ resource.

[0085] In practical application, functions of the mes-
sage receiving module 21 and the control module 22 may
be implemented by a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a
Micro Processing Unit (MPU), a Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).
[0086] On the basis of the above-mentioned registra-
tion CSE, still another embodiment of the disclosure also
provides a system for controlling acquisition of location
information of an M2M node. As shown in Fig. 3, the
system includes: an AE or CSE 31, a registration CSE
32 and a location server 33.
[0087] The AE or CSE 31 is configured to send a re-
source request carrying a positioning parameter to the
registration CSE, and the positioning parameter may in-
clude a positioning interval and/or a positioning duration.
[0088] The registration CSE 32 is configured to receive
the resource request carrying the positioning parameter,
and perform positioning control according to the position-
ing parameter carried in the resource request.
[0089] The location server 33 is configured to execute
a positioning operation based on positioning control of
the registration CSE.
[0090] The registration CSE 32 may be further config-
ured to: create a ’location management’ resource of a
location management type according to the resource re-
quest; when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request includes the positioning interval, create,
for the location management’ resource, the following:

a ’positioning interval’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of the positioning interval in the resource
request; and
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request includes the positioning duration,
create, for the ’location management’ resource, the
following:

a ’positioning duration’ attribute whose value is
set as a value of the positioning duration in the
resource request.

[0091] The registration CSE 32 may be further config-
ured to: query, when the positioning parameter carried
in the resource request includes the positioning interval
or includes the positioning interval and the positioning
duration, and when the value of the positioning interval
in the resource request is not zero or not null, the ’posi-
tioning interval’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource; and send a positioning request message to the
location server 33 when the ’positioning interval’ attribute
does not exist or the value of the ’positioning interval’
attribute is zero or null; or,
query, when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request includes the positioning interval and the
positioning duration, and when the value of the position-
ing interval in the resource request is not zero or not null,
the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource; and send a positioning request mes-
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sage to the location server 33 when the ’positioning du-
ration’ attribute does not exist or the value of the ’posi-
tioning duration’ attribute is zero or null; or,
query, when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request include the positioning interval or include
the positioning interval and the positioning duration, and
when the value of the positioning interval in the resource
request is zero or null, the ’positioning interval’ attribute
of the ’location management’ resource; and send, when
the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute is not zero
or not null, a positioning stop message to the location
server 33 to instruct the location server to stop providing
the location information; or,
query, when the positioning parameter carried in the up-
dated resource request includes the positioning interval
and the positioning duration, and when the value of the
positioning interval in the resource request is zero or null,
the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource; and send, when the value of the ’po-
sitioning duration’ attribute is not zero or not null, a posi-
tioning stop message to the location server 33 to instruct
the location server to stop providing the location informa-
tion.
[0092] The registration CSE 32 may be further config-
ured to: receive, after sending the positioning request
message to the location server 33, a response message
from the location server, create, when the response mes-
sage contains an identifier allocated to a current posi-
tioning request, a ’positioning process association iden-
tifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ resource,
and set a value of the ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute as the identifier contained in the re-
sponse message and allocated to the current periodic
positioning request. Some exemplary implementations
are described below.
[0093] In an exemplary implementation, when the po-
sitioning parameter includes the positioning interval,
the registration CSE 32 sends a ’triggered location re-
porting request’ signaling to the location server 33. In the
signaling, the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set as the
value of a ’target identifier’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource, and the value of an ’interval’ param-
eter is set as the value of the ’positioning interval’ at-
tribute.
[0094] The registration CSE 32 receives a response
message returned by the location server 33, the re-
sponse message including an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The
’lcs_ref’ parameter is used for identifying a process that
is requested by the registration CSE 32 to periodically
acquire positioning information. The registration CSE 32
creates a ’positioning process association identifier’ at-
tribute for the ’location management’ resource, and sets
the value of the ’positioning process association identifi-
er’ attribute as a received process identifier of a current
periodic positioning request, namely as the received
’lcs_ref’ parameter.
[0095] Or, the registration CSE 32 sends a ’create new
periodic notification subscription’ signaling to the location

server 33. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’ pa-
rameter is set as the value of a ’target identifier’ attribute
of the ’location management’ resource, and the value of
a ’frequency’ parameter is set as the value of the ’posi-
tioning interval’ attribute.
[0096] The location server 33 creates a subscription
resource for the ’create new periodic notification sub-
scription’ signaling of the registration CSE 32, and sends
a corresponding subscription id to the registration CSE
32. The subscription id may be a character string capable
of uniquely identifying the subscription resource on the
location server, or may be an address of the subscription
resource. In general, the subscription id is able to be as-
sociated with the created subscription resource. The reg-
istration CSE 32 creates a ’positioning process associa-
tion identifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ re-
source, and sets the value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the received subscrip-
tion id.
[0097] In another exemplary implementation, when the
positioning parameter includes the positioning interval
and the positioning duration,
the registration CSE 32 sends a ’triggered location re-
porting request’ signaling to the location server 33. In the
signaling, the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set as the
value of a ’target identifier’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource, the value of an ’interval’ parameter
is set as the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute,
and the value of a ’duration’ parameter is set as the value
of the ’positioning duration’ attribute.
[0098] The registration CSE 32 receives a response
message returned by the location server 33, the re-
sponse message including an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The
’lcs_ref’ parameter is used for identifying a process that
is requested by the registration CSE 32 to periodically
acquire positioning information. The registration CSE 32
creates a ’positioning process association identifier’ at-
tribute for the ’location management’ resource, and sets
the value of the ’positioning process association identifi-
er’ attribute as a received process identifier of a current
periodic positioning request, namely as the received
’lcs_ref’ parameter.
[0099] Or, the registration CSE 32 sends a ’create new
periodic notification subscription’ signaling to the location
server 33. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’ pa-
rameter is set as the value of a ’target identifier’ attribute
of the ’location management’ resource, the value of a
’frequency’ parameter is set as the value of the ’position-
ing interval’ attribute, and the value of a ’duration’ param-
eter is set as the value of the ’positioning duration’ at-
tribute.
[0100] The location server 33 creates a subscription
resource for the ’create new periodic notification sub-
scription’ signaling of the registration CSE 32, and sends
a corresponding subscription id to the registration CSE.
The subscription id may be a character string capable of
uniquely identifying the subscription resource on the lo-
cation server, or may be an address of the subscription
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resource. In general, the subscription id is able to be as-
sociated with the created subscription resource. The reg-
istration CSE 32 creates a ’positioning process associa-
tion identifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ re-
source, and sets the value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the received subscrip-
tion id.
[0101] The registration CSE 32 may be further config-
ured to carry a value of a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’ resource
in the positioning stop message sent, by the registration
CSE, to the location server 33. Some exemplary imple-
mentations are described below.
[0102] In an exemplary implementation, the registra-
tion CSE 32 sends a ’triggered location reporting stop
request’ signaling to the location server 33. In the sign-
aling, the value of an ’lcs_ref’ parameter is set as the
value of the ’positioning process association identifier’
attribute of the location management’ resource. Here,
the ’lcs_ref’ parameter is used for identifying a process
that is requested by the registration CSE to periodically
acquire positioning information.
[0103] In another exemplary implementation,, the reg-
istration CSE 32 sends a ’delete subscription with sub-
scription id’ signaling to the location server 33, the sign-
aling including the value of a ’positioning process asso-
ciation identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’
resource.
[0104] The method of the disclosure is specifically de-
scribed hereinbelow based on specific scenarios.

First example

[0105] In the present example, a positioning parameter
includes a positioning interval. A method for controlling
acquisition of location information of an M2M node in-
cludes the acts as follows.
[0106] At act S1, an AE1 sends a resource creating
request to a registration CSE, the resource creating re-
quest including:

(1) resource type: location management;
(2) target identifier: identifier of a target node needing
to obtain location information;
(3) positioning interval: interval time for acquiring
next location information during periodic acquisition
of location information; and
(4) positioning manner, which may be set to be de-
vice-based or network-based.

[0107] At act S2, after receiving the resource creating
request, the registration CSE creates a ’location man-
agement 1’ resource of a location management type, and
creates, for the ’location management 1’ resource, the
following:

a ’target identifier’ attribute whose value is set as a
value of a target identifier in a request message;

a ’positioning interval’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of a positioning interval in a request mes-
sage;
a ’positioning manner’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of a positioning manner in a request mes-
sage; and
a ’location container’ attribute, whose value is set at
next act.

[0108] At act S3, the registration CSE creates a ’con-
tainer 1’ resource of a container type, and sets the value
of the ’location container’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement 1’ as an address of the ’container 1’ resource
after creation is successful.
[0109] At act S4, the registration CSE sends a re-
sponse message to the AE1, the response message in-
cluding the address of the location management 1’ re-
source.
[0110] At act S5, if the value of the ’positioning interval’
attribute is not null or not zero, the registration CSE sends
a positioning request message to a location server to
instruct the location server to periodically provide location
information.
[0111] In specific code-based implementation, some-
times, null is set as zero, and sometimes when zero has
a specific meaning, another value may be set to be rep-
resentative of null. For example, -9999999 may be set
as null.
[0112] Here, the registration CSE may send the posi-
tioning request message to the location server in one of
the following two manners.

(1) The registration CSE sends a ’triggered location
reporting request’ signaling to the location server. In
the signaling, the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set
as the value of the ’target identifier’ attribute of the
’location management 1’ resource, and the value of
the ’interval’ parameter is set as the value of the ’po-
sitioning interval’ attribute.
The location server sends a response message to
the registration CSE, the response message includ-
ing an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The ’lcs_ref’ parameter is
used for identifying a process that is requested by
the registration CSE to periodically acquire position-
ing information. The registration CSE creates a ’po-
sitioning process association identifier’ attribute for
the ’location management 1’ resource, and sets the
value of the ’positioning process association identi-
fier’ attribute as the received ’lcs_ref’ parameter.
(2) The registration CSE sends a ’create new peri-
odic notification subscription’ signaling to the loca-
tion server. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’
parameter is set as the value of the ’target identifier’
attribute of the ’location management 1’ resource,
and the value of a ’frequency’ parameter is set as
the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute.

[0113] The location server creates a subscription re-
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source for the ’create new periodic notification subscrip-
tion’ signaling of the registration CSE, and sends a cor-
responding subscription id to the registration CSE. The
subscription id may be a character string capable of
uniquely identifying the subscription resource on the lo-
cation server, or may be an address of the subscription
resource. In general, the subscription id is able to be as-
sociated with the created subscription resource. The reg-
istration CSE creates a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute for the ’location management 1’ re-
source, and sets the value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the received subscrip-
tion id.
[0114] At act S6, if the value of the ’positioning interval’
attribute is null or zero, the registration CSE does not
send a positioning request message to the location serv-
er temporarily, and the positioning request message may
not be sent to the location server until the ’container 1’
resource associated with the ’location management 1’
resource is queried.
[0115] At act S7, the AE1 sends a resource update
request to the registration CSE, the request message
including:

(1) target resource address: set as an address of
’location management 1’ resource; and
(2) positioning interval: used for setting an update
value of a ’positioning interval’ attribute of a ’location
management 1’ resource.

[0116] At act S8, after receiving the resource update
request, the registration CSE performs processing de-
pending on which one of two situations S8.1 and S8.2
applies.
[0117] At act S8.1, if the value of the ’positioning inter-
val’ attribute in the resource update request is not zero
or not null, the ’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’loca-
tion management 1’ resource does not exist or the value
of the ’positioning interval’ attribute is zero or null, and
the value of a ’positioning manner’ attribute is set to be
network-based, then the registration CSE sends a posi-
tioning request message to the location server to instruct
the location server to periodically provide location infor-
mation.
[0118] The registration CSE may send the positioning
request message to the location server in one of the fol-
lowing two manners.

(1) The registration CSE sends a ’triggered location
reporting request’ signaling to the location server. In
the signaling, the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set
as the value of the ’target identifier’ attribute of the
’location management 1’ resource, and the value of
the ’interval’ parameter is set as the value of the ’po-
sitioning interval’ attribute.
The location server sends a response message to
the registration CSE, the response message includ-
ing an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The ’lcs_ref’ parameter is

used for identifying a process that is requested by
the registration CSE to periodically acquire position-
ing information. The registration CSE creates a ’po-
sitioning process association identifier’ attribute for
the ’location management 1’ resource, and sets the
value of the ’positioning process association identi-
fier’ attribute as the received ’lcs_ref’ parameter.
(2) The registration CSE sends a ’create new peri-
odic notification subscription’ signaling to the loca-
tion server. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’
parameter is set as the value of the ’target identifier’
attribute of the ’location management 1’ resource,
and the value of a ’frequency’ parameter is set as
the value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute.

[0119] The location server creates a subscription re-
source for the ’create new periodic notification subscrip-
tion’ signaling of the registration CSE, and sends a cor-
responding subscription id to the registration CSE. The
subscription id may be a character string capable of
uniquely identifying the subscription resource on the lo-
cation server, or may be an address of the subscription
resource. In general, the subscription id is able to be as-
sociated with the created subscription resource. The reg-
istration CSE creates a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute for the ’location management 1’ re-
source, and sets the value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the received subscrip-
tion id.
[0120] At act S8.2, if the value of the ’positioning inter-
val’ attribute in the request message is zero or null, the
value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’location
management’ resource is not zero or not null, and the
value of a ’positioning manner’ attribute is set to be net-
work-based, then the registration CSE sends a position-
ing stop message to the location server to instruct the
location server to stop providing location information.
[0121] The registration CSE may send the positioning
stop message to the location server in one of the following
two manners.

(1) The registration CSE sends a ’triggered location
reporting stop request’ signaling to the location serv-
er. In the signaling, the value of an ’lcs_ref’ parameter
is set as the value of a ’positioning process associ-
ation identifier’ attribute of the ’location management
1’ resource.
(2) The registration CSE sends a ’delete subscription
with subscription id’ signaling to the location server,
the signaling including the value of a ’positioning
process association identifier’ attribute of the ’loca-
tion management 1’ resource.

Second example

[0122] In the present example, a positioning parameter
includes a positioning interval and a positioning duration.
A method for controlling acquisition of location informa-
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tion of an M2M node includes the acts as follows.
[0123] At act S1, a CSE2 sends a resource creating
request to a registration CSE, the request message in-
cluding:

(1) resource type: location management;
(2) target identifier: identifier of a target node needing
to obtain location information;
(3) positioning interval: interval time for acquiring
next location information during periodic acquisition
of location information;
(4) positioning duration: total time for acquiring loca-
tion information during periodic acquisition of loca-
tion information, wherein a process of periodically
acquiring location information is stopped after the
defined duration; and
(5) positioning manner, which may be set to be de-
vice-based or network-based.

[0124] At act S2, after receiving the request, the reg-
istration CSE creates a location management 2’ resource
of a location management type, and creates, for the lo-
cation management 2’ resource, the following:

a ’target identifier’ attribute whose value is set as a
value of a target identifier in a request message;
a ’positioning interval’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of a positioning interval in a request mes-
sage;
a ’positioning duration’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of a positioning duration in a request mes-
sage;
a ’positioning manner’ attribute whose value is set
as a value of a positioning manner in a request mes-
sage; and
a ’location container’ attribute, whose value is not
set temporarily.

[0125] At act S3, the registration CSE creates a ’con-
tainer 2’ resource of a container type, and sets the value
of the ’location container’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement 2’ resource as an address of the ’container 2’
resource after creation is successful.
[0126] At act S4, the registration CSE sends a re-
sponse message to the CSE2, the response message
including the address of the ’location management 2’ re-
source.
[0127] At act S5, if the value of the ’positioning duration’
attribute is not null or not zero, the registration CSE sends
a positioning request message to a location server to
instruct the location server to periodically provide location
information.
[0128] The registration CSE may send the positioning
request message to the location server in one of the fol-
lowing two manners.

(1) The registration CSE sends a ’triggered location
reporting request’ signaling to the location server. In

the signaling, the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set
as the value of a ’target identifier’ attribute of the
’location management 2’ resource, the value of an
’interval’ parameter is set as the value of the ’posi-
tioning interval’ attribute, and the value of a ’duration’
parameter is set as the value of the ’positioning du-
ration’ attribute.
The location server sends a response message to
the registration CSE, the response message includ-
ing an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The ’lcs_ref’ parameter is
used for identifying a process that is requested by
the registration CSE to periodically acquire position-
ing information. The registration CSE creates a ’po-
sitioning process association identifier’ attribute for
the ’location management 2’ resource, and sets the
value of the ’positioning process association identi-
fier’ attribute as the received ’lcs_ref’ parameter.
(2) The registration CSE sends a ’create new peri-
odic notification subscription’ signaling to the loca-
tion server. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’
parameter is set as the value of a ’target identifier’
attribute of the ’location management 2’ resource,
the value of a ’frequency’ parameter is set as the
value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute, and the
value of a ’duration’ parameter is set as the value of
the ’positioning duration’ attribute.

[0129] The location server creates a subscription re-
source for the ’create new periodic notification subscrip-
tion’ signaling of the registration CSE, and sends a cor-
responding subscription id to the registration CSE. The
subscription id may be a character string capable of
uniquely identifying the subscription resource on the lo-
cation server, or may be an address of the subscription
resource. In general, the subscription id is able to be as-
sociated with the created subscription resource. The reg-
istration CSE creates a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute for the ’location management 2’ re-
source, and sets the value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the received subscrip-
tion id.
[0130] At act S6, if the value of the ’positioning interval’
attribute is null or zero, then the registration CSE does
not send a positioning request message to the location
server temporarily, and the positioning request message
may not be sent to the location server until the ’container
2’ resource associated with the location management 2’
resource is queried.
[0131] At act S7, the CSE2 sends a resource update
request to the registration CSE, the request message
including:

(1) target resource address: set as an address of
location management 2’ resource; and
(2) positioning duration: used for setting an update
value of a ’positioning duration’ attribute of a ’location
management’ resource.
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[0132] At act S8, after receiving the request message,
the registration CSE performs processing depending on
which one of two situations S8.1 and S8.2 applies.
[0133] At act S8.1, if the value of the ’positioning du-
ration’ attribute in the request message is not zero or not
null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’location
management 2’ resource does not exist or the value of
the ’positioning duration’ attribute is zero or null, and the
value of a ’positioning manner’ attribute is set to be net-
work-based, then the registration CSE sends a position-
ing request message to the location server to instruct the
location server to periodically provide location informa-
tion.
[0134] The registration CSE may send the positioning
request message to the location server in one of the fol-
lowing two manners.

(1) The registration CSE sends a ’triggered location
reporting request’ signaling to the location server. In
the signaling, the value of an ’msid’ parameter is set
as the value of a ’target identifier’ attribute of the
’location management 2’ resource, the value of an
’interval’ parameter is set as the value of the ’posi-
tioning interval’ attribute, and the value of a ’duration’
parameter is set as the value of the ’positioning du-
ration’ attribute.
The location server sends a response message to
the registration CSE, the response message includ-
ing an ’lcs_ref’ parameter. The ’lcs_ref’ parameter is
used for identifying a process that is requested by
the registration CSE to periodically acquire position-
ing information. The registration CSE creates a ’po-
sitioning process association identifier’ attribute for
the ’location management 2’ resource, and sets the
value of the ’positioning process association identi-
fier’ attribute as the received ’lcs_ref’ parameter.
(2) The registration CSE sends a ’create new peri-
odic notification subscription’ signaling to the loca-
tion server. In the signaling, the value of an ’address’
parameter is set as the value of a ’target identifier’
attribute of the ’location management 2’ resource,
the value of a ’frequency’ parameter is set as the
value of the ’positioning interval’ attribute, and the
value of a ’duration’ parameter is set as the value of
the ’positioning duration’ attribute.

[0135] The location server creates a subscription re-
source for the ’create new periodic notification subscrip-
tion’ signaling of the registration CSE, and sends a cor-
responding subscription id to the registration CSE. The
subscription id may be a character string capable of
uniquely identifying the subscription resource on the lo-
cation server, or may be an address of the subscription
resource. In general, the subscription id is able to be as-
sociated with the created subscription resource. The reg-
istration CSE creates a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute for the ’location management 2’ re-
source, and sets the value of the ’positioning process

association identifier’ attribute as the received subscrip-
tion id.
[0136] At act S8.2, if the value of the ’positioning du-
ration’ attribute in the request message is zero or null,
the value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’lo-
cation management’ resource is not zero or not null, and
the value of a ’positioning manner’ attribute is set to be
network-based, then the registration CSE sends a posi-
tioning stop message to the location server to instruct
the location server to stop providing location information.
[0137] The registration CSE may send the positioning
stop message to the location server in one of the following
two manners.

(1) The registration CSE sends a ’triggered location
reporting stop request’ signaling to the location serv-
er. In the signaling, the value of an ’lcs_ref’ parameter
is set as the value of a ’positioning process associ-
ation identifier’ attribute of the ’location management
2’ resource.
(2) The registration CSE sends a ’delete subscription
with subscription id’ signaling to the location server,
the signaling including the value of a ’positioning
process association identifier’ attribute of the ’loca-
tion management 2’ resource.

[0138] When being implemented in a form of software
function module and sold or used as an independent
product, the integrated module of the embodiments of
the disclosure may also be stored in a computer-readable
storage medium. Based on such an understanding, the
solutions of the embodiments of the disclosure substan-
tially or parts making contributions to the conventional
art may be embodied in a form of software product, and
the computer software product is stored in a storage me-
dium, including multiple instructions configured to enable
a computer device (which may be a personal computer,
a server, a network device or the like) to execute all or
part of the method in each embodiment of the disclosure.
The above-mentioned storage medium includes: various
media capable of storing program codes such as a U
disk, a mobile hard disk, a Read-Only Memory (ROM),
a magnetic disk or an optical disk. Thus, the embodi-
ments of the disclosure are not limited to a combination
of any specific hardware and software.
[0139] Correspondingly, the embodiments of the dis-
closure also provide a computer storage medium in which
a computer program is stored. The computer program is
used for executing functions of each module in the reg-
istration CSE of the embodiments of the disclosure.
[0140] The embodiment of the disclosure also provides
a storage medium. A computer program is stored in the
storage medium. The computer program is configured to
execute the method for controlling acquisition of location
information of an M2M node according to each of the
above-mentioned embodiments.
[0141] The above is only the preferable embodiments
of the disclosure, and not intended to limit the scope of
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protection of the disclosure. Any modifications, equiva-
lent replacements, improvements and the like made with-
in the spirit and principle of the disclosure shall fall within
the scope of protection of the disclosure.

Industrial Applicability

[0142] In the solution provided by some embodiments
of the disclosure, a registration CSE receives a resource
request carrying a positioning parameter, and performs
positioning control according to the positioning parame-
ter carried in the resource request, and the positioning
parameter may include a positioning interval and/or a
positioning duration. Thus, an initiator M2M node can be
allowed to flexibly control acquisition of location informa-
tion, thereby reducing unnecessary resource consump-
tion and preventing unnecessary expenses.

Claims

1. A method for controlling acquisition of location infor-
mation of a Machine-to-Machine, M2M, node, com-
prising:

receiving, by a registration Common Service En-
tity, CSE, a resource request carrying a posi-
tioning parameter, and performing, by the reg-
istration CSE, positioning control according to
the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request, wherein the positioning param-
eter comprises a positioning interval and/or a
positioning duration.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, further compris-
ing: creating, by the registration CSE, a location
management’ resource of a location management
type according to the resource request;
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning interval,
creating, for the location management’ resource, a
’positioning interval’ attribute whose value is set as
a value of the positioning interval in the resource
request; and
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning duration,
creating, for the ’location management’ resource, a
’positioning duration’ attribute whose value is set as
a value of the positioning duration in the resource
request.

3. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein perform-
ing positioning control according to the positioning
parameter carried in the resource request compris-
es: when the positioning parameter carried in the
resource request comprises the positioning interval
or comprises the positioning interval and the posi-
tioning duration, and when the value of the position-

ing interval in the resource request is not zero or not
null, querying the ’positioning interval’ attribute of the
’location management’ resource, and when the ’po-
sitioning interval’ attribute does not exist or the value
of the ’positioning interval’ attribute is zero or null,
sending, by the registration CSE, a positioning re-
quest message to a location server.

4. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein perform-
ing positioning control according to the positioning
parameter carried in the resource request compris-
es: when the positioning parameter carried in the
resource request comprises the positioning interval
and the positioning duration, and when the value of
the positioning interval in the resource request is not
zero or not null, querying the ’positioning duration’
attribute of the ’location management’ resource, and
when the ’positioning duration’ attribute does not ex-
ist or the value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute
is zero or null, sending, by the registration CSE, a
positioning request message to a location server.

5. The method as claimed in claim 3 or 4, further com-
prising: after the registration CSE sends the posi-
tioning request message to the location server, re-
ceiving a response message from the location serv-
er, when the response message contains an identi-
fier allocated to a current positioning request, creat-
ing a ’positioning process association identifier’ at-
tribute for the ’location management’ resource, and
setting a value of the ’positioning process associa-
tion identifier’ attribute as the identifier contained in
the response message and allocated to the current
periodic positioning request.

6. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein perform-
ing positioning control according to the positioning
parameter carried in the resource request compris-
es: when the positioning parameter carried in the
resource request comprises the positioning interval
or comprises the positioning interval and the posi-
tioning duration, and when the value of the position-
ing interval in the resource request is zero or null,
querying the ’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’lo-
cation management’ resource, and when the value
of the ’positioning interval’ attribute is not zero or not
null, sending, by the registration CSE, a positioning
stop message to a location server.

7. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein perform-
ing positioning control according to the positioning
parameter carried in the resource request compris-
es: when the positioning parameter carried in the
updated resource request comprises the positioning
interval and the positioning duration, and when the
value of the positioning interval in the resource re-
quest is zero or null, querying the ’positioning dura-
tion’ attribute of the ’location management’ resource,
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and when the value of the ’positioning duration’ at-
tribute is not zero or not null, sending, by the regis-
tration CSE, a positioning stop message to a location
server.

8. The method as claimed in claim 6 or 7, wherein send-
ing, by the registration CSE, the positioning stop
message to the location server comprises: sending,
by the registration CSE to the location server, the
positioning stop message carrying a value of a ’po-
sitioning process association identifier’ attribute of
the ’location management’ resource.

9. A registration Common Service Entity, CSE, com-
prising: a message receiving module and a control
module, wherein
the message receiving module is configured to re-
ceive a resource request carrying a positioning pa-
rameter, wherein the positioning parameter compris-
es a positioning interval and/or a positioning dura-
tion; and
the control module is configured to perform position-
ing control according to the positioning parameter
carried in the resource request.

10. The registration CSE as claimed in claim 9, wherein
the message receiving module is further configured
to: create a location management’ resource of a lo-
cation management type according to the resource
request;
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning interval,
create, for the location management’ resource, a ’po-
sitioning interval’ attribute whose value is set as a
value of the positioning interval in the resource re-
quest; and
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning duration,
create, for the ’location management’ resource, a
’positioning duration’ attribute whose value is set as
a value of the positioning duration in the resource
request.

11. The registration CSE as claimed in claim 10, wherein
the control module is further configured to: query,
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning interval or
comprises the positioning interval and the position-
ing duration, and when the value of the positioning
interval in the resource request is not zero or not null,
the ’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’location
management’ resource; and send a positioning re-
quest message to a location server when the ’posi-
tioning interval’ attribute does not exist or the value
of the ’positioning interval’ attribute is zero or null.

12. The registration CSE as claimed in claim 10, wherein
the control module is further configured to: query,

when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning interval
and the positioning duration, and when the value of
the positioning interval in the resource request is not
zero or not null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute of
the ’location management’ resource; and send a po-
sitioning request message to a location server when
the ’positioning duration’ attribute does not exist or
the value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute is zero
or null.

13. The registration CSE as claimed in claim 11 or 12,
wherein the control module is further configured to:
receive, after sending the positioning request mes-
sage to the location server, a response message
from the location server, create, when the response
message contains an identifier allocated to a current
positioning request, a ’positioning process associa-
tion identifier’ attribute for the ’location management’
resource, and set a value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the identifier con-
tained in the response message and allocated to the
current periodic positioning request.

14. The registration CSE as claimed in claim 10, wherein
the control module is further configured to: query,
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning interval or
comprises the positioning interval and the position-
ing duration, and when the value of the positioning
interval in the resource request is zero or null, the
’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource; and send a positioning stop mes-
sage to a location server when the value of the ’po-
sitioning interval’ attribute is not zero or not null.

15. The registration CSE as claimed in claim 10, wherein
the control module is further configured to: query,
when the positioning parameter carried in the updat-
ed resource request comprises the positioning inter-
val and the positioning duration, and when the value
of the positioning interval in the resource request is
zero or null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the
’location management’ resource; and send a posi-
tioning stop message to a location server when the
value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute is not zero
or not null.

16. The registration CSE as claimed in claim 14 or 15,
wherein the control module is further configured to
carry a value of a ’positioning process association
identifier’ attribute of the ’location management’ re-
source in the positioning stop message sent to the
location server.

17. A system for controlling acquisition of location infor-
mation of a Machine-to-Machine, M2M, node, com-
prising: an Application Entity, AE, or Common Serv-
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ice Entity, CSE, a registration CSE and a location
server, wherein
the AE or CSE is configured to send a resource re-
quest carrying a positioning parameter to the regis-
tration CSE, wherein the positioning parameter com-
prises a positioning interval and/or a positioning du-
ration;
the registration CSE is configured to receive the re-
source request carrying the positioning parameter,
and perform positioning control according to the po-
sitioning parameter carried in the resource request;
and
the location server is configured to execute a posi-
tioning operation based on positioning control of the
registration CSE.

18. The system as claimed in claim 17, wherein the reg-
istration CSE is further configured to: create a ’loca-
tion management’ resource of a location manage-
ment type according to the resource request;
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning interval,
create, for the ’location management’ resource, a
’positioning interval’ attribute whose value is set as
a value of the positioning interval in the resource
request; and
when the positioning parameter carried in the re-
source request comprises the positioning duration,
create, for the ’location management’ resource, a
’positioning duration’ attribute whose value is set as
a value of the positioning duration in the resource
request.

19. The system as claimed in claim 18, wherein the reg-
istration CSE is further configured to: query, when
the positioning parameter carried in the resource re-
quest comprises the positioning interval or compris-
es the positioning interval and the positioning dura-
tion, and when the value of the positioning interval
in the resource request is not zero or not null, the
’positioning interval’ attribute of the ’location man-
agement’ resource; and send a positioning request
message to the location server when the ’positioning
interval’ attribute does not exist or the value of the
’positioning interval’ attribute is zero or null.

20. The system as claimed in claim 18, wherein the reg-
istration CSE is further configured to: query, when
the positioning parameter carried in the resource re-
quest comprises the positioning interval and the po-
sitioning duration, and when the value of the posi-
tioning interval in the resource request is not zero or
not null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the ’lo-
cation management’ resource; and send a position-
ing request message to the location server when the
’positioning duration’ attribute does not exist or the
value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute is zero or
null.

21. The system as claimed in claim 19 or 20, wherein
the registration CSE is further configured to: receive,
after sending the positioning request message to the
location server, a response message from the loca-
tion server, create, when the response message
contains an identifier allocated to a current position-
ing request, a ’positioning process association iden-
tifier’ attribute for the ’location management’ re-
source, and set a value of the ’positioning process
association identifier’ attribute as the identifier con-
tained in the response message and allocated to the
current periodic positioning request.

22. The system as claimed in claim 18, wherein the reg-
istration CSE is further configured to: query, when
the positioning parameter carried in the resource re-
quest comprises the positioning interval or compris-
es the positioning interval and the positioning dura-
tion, and when the value of the positioning interval
in the resource request is zero or null, the ’positioning
interval’ attribute of the ’location management’ re-
source; and send a positioning stop message to the
location server when the value of the ’positioning in-
terval’ attribute is not zero or not null.

23. The system as claimed in claim 18, wherein the reg-
istration CSE is further configured to: query, when
the positioning parameter carried in the updated re-
source request comprises the positioning interval
and the positioning duration, and when the value of
the positioning interval in the resource request is ze-
ro or null, the ’positioning duration’ attribute of the
’location management’ resource; and send a posi-
tioning stop message to the location server when the
value of the ’positioning duration’ attribute is not zero
or not null.

24. The system as claimed in claim 22 or 23, wherein
the registration CSE is further configured to carry a
value of a ’positioning process association identifier’
attribute of the ’location management’ resource in
the positioning stop message sent to the location
server.

25. A storage medium, a computer program being stored
in the storage medium, wherein the computer pro-
gram is configured to execute the method for con-
trolling acquisition of location information of a Ma-
chine-to-Machine, M2M, node as claimed in any one
of claims 1 to 8.
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